RECOMMENDED APPLICATION
Apply when soil build up & spills are visible on a leather surface or if any odors are permeating from an area on surface

DIRECTIONS
• Do not rub spill into surface
• Wipe spills up immediately
• Remove surface dirt, Blot if spill is wet
• Shake well
• Spray cleanser directly on effected area
• Gently wipe toward center of stain with supplied Gold Microfiber Cloth

Use Cleanser on the entire piece of furniture to ensure a consistent look

Regularly condition to keep leather looking & feeling new for many years

Use “Blue Plush” super soft microfiber cloth daily for polishing and dusting

FIRST AID
• Harmful if swallowed
• Do not induce vomiting
• If contact is made with eyes, flush with water for 15 minutes & call a physician

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

MADE IN THE U.S.A
& Environment Friendly

For additional product information call 866.880.1070
10201 Main St, Houston, TX 77025

NET CONTENTS: 8 FL OZ. (236 ML)
RECOMMENDED APPLICATION
With normal usage, apply as often as needed or at least once a month to fine leather & leather like surfaces
Dry climates may require more applications

DIRECTIONS
• Shake well
• Condition one area at a time
• Apply circularly on surface with the supplied Gold Microfiber Cloth & Brush
• Allow conditioner to absorb evenly
• Use Gold Cloth to remove any excess conditioner & buff to a soft luster

Use Cleanser on the entire piece of furniture to ensure a consistent look
Regularly condition to keep leather looking & feeling new for many years
Use “Blue Plush” super soft microfiber cloth daily for polishing and dusting

FIRST AID
• Harmful if swallowed
• Do not induce vomiting
• If contact is made with eyes, flush with water for 15 minutes & call a physician
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

MADE IN THE U.S.A
& Environment Friendly
For additional product information call 866.880.1070

Furniture Firm
10201 Main St,
Houston, TX 77025

NET CONTENTS: 8 FL OZ. (236 ML)